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sumers for control of the market. The importance of coal Causes of
as a primary necessity made the continuous advance in its
price a matter of genuine concern to manufacturers and house-
holders. Opinion was sharply divided as to whether the
advance was due to the coalowners and fitters in the North
or the lightermen in the South 1; and the existence of com-
binations and rings in the coal trade—to an extent unparal-
leled in any other branch of trade—was a perpetual irritant
and a fertile source of suspicion. The restriction of output
in the northern coal-fields, coupled with the manipulation of
the London market, must have exercised a dominating influ-
ence upon price movements; but natural causes were at
work, although their operation was apt to escape public
attention. First of all, there was a general rise in prices
from the middle of the sixteenth century to which all price
movements of particular commodities must necessarily be
related. In the next place, the mining industry was subject
in this period to the law of diminishing returns. As the
demand for coal expanded, mining operations grew more
difficult, and the expenditure of capital increased not only
absolutely but relatively. Three stages of mining are to be
distinguished—the ' day-hole' where no machinery is re-
quired, and the coal is obtained by surface working; the
' pit and adit' where the coal is raised by machinery, and the
water drained by aqueduct (adit) ; and the ' pit' where coal
and water are both raised by machinery 2. The last stage
was reached when the coal had to be £ won ' from under the
level of the water, and natural drainage became impossible.
This transition from the shallow collieries of an earlier period
to pits sunk ' thirty, forty, fifty, sixty fathoms deep ' 3—and
even a hundred fathoms *—involved a capital expenditure
out of all proportion to previous costs of working. At the
same time the increased demand for labour caused a rise
1 Hist. MSS. Comm. Buckinghamshire, 28; House of Commons Journals,
yTmi. 263, 313; Gardiner, England's Grievance Discovered (1655), ed.
1796, p. 69.
1 See diagram in Galloway, Annals of Coal Mining, i. 74 (also pp. 32-33,
56, 125).   Also see Nef, The Rise of the British Coal Industry, i. 351.
8 Hist. MSS. Comm. Portland, vi.  106  (1725) ;   Laurence, A  New
System of Agriculture (1726), 195.    See infrat Appendix, p. 492, No. 2.
* Defoe, The Complete English Tradesman (ed. 1727), ii. part ii. 29.

